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Abstract. Today, the ever-changing curriculum development in accordance with the power holder and the authority in issuing
the policy has revamped the previous curriculum (Curriculum Unit of Education Unit) into the Curriculum 2013. This, of course,
has an enormous impact on the implementation of life values in every aspect.
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that focus on the central theme. Through thematic,
student activities, student creativity, collaboration
in learning, independence, self-confidence and
student responsibilities can be greatly forged.
According to the Curriculum 2013, thematic
learning is conducted from class I to class VI.
There are 3 (three) important things that need to be
developed in Curriculum 2013 are: (1) attitude
(attitude); (2) skilling (skill); and (3) knowledge.
The thematic learning is applied using a scientific
approach that is: observing, asking, reasoning,
trying, and forming.
The development of the child as a whole is
interrelated, in which the child sees the real world
in a holistic, integrated, and interconnected
relationship between developments with each other
(Kartadinata, 1997: 18). Teachers should pay
attention to the trends that are being experienced by
the child, such as: moving from concrete things,
looking at something learned as a whole, integrated
and manipulative that is the process of tinkering
with concrete objects with his own hands while
building valuable schemata in repertoire of
students' knowledge (Srini, 1997: 36). However,
seen from the fact that occurred in the elementary
school, so far still show a gap between hope and
reality, such as: (1). The occurrence of rigorous
subject-learning, especially in the high classes; (2).
Learning only emphasizes the mastery of concepts
regardless of other spheres; and (3). Teachers tend
to pursue targets, especially the cognitive aspects of
less attention to aspects of attitude. Asy'ari's study
(1997: 4) suggests (a) a follow-up study of
integrated learning for other central themes in
different classes and schools. (b) Integrated
learning can be used as a variation of learning in

I. INTRODUCTION
The role of teachers in an effort to
improve the quality of education is very large
because teachers are the front spearhead in the
process of learning in the classroom. Knowledge,
attitudes, and skills of teachers to be a factor
supporting the success of students in learning.
Teachers as educators should be able to help
students grow and develop to be wise, and
prospective (Maslow in Ertikanto, 1998: 2). Thus,
teachers are required not only to convey cognitive
aspects but also to integrate knowledge, attitudes,
and skills with each other (Kosasih, 1996: 32)
through thematic learning. Knowledge is not only
owned but also can be used as a tool to behave
nuanced good value.
Value as the identity of the price that
becomes normative for a person in doing
something. The psychological way of something
that is done is actually a radiance that comes from
the Divine values, God the Most True (Al-Gazali,
2007: 1034). Values education needs to be invested
in children, including elementary students through
the application of thematic value-themed nuances.
This means that teachers do not just implement
thematic lessons, but the element of value is an
important thing of concern. In the Qur'an is ordered,
the substance is: "O ye who believe, guard
yourselves, your family from the torment of
hellfire" (Q.S. 66 Attahrim: 6). On this basis, the
cognitive, affective and psychomotor aspects must
be integrated into a unity in the learning in a
thematic way.
Thematic is a learning approach that
blends the conceptual concepts of some subjects
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primary school. The results of Tahmid's (2013:
226), "Internalization of values on students needs to
be invested through value-based learning". Various
values will be personal in students, such as
discipline, diligence, responsibility, self-confidence,
independence and martial arts.
In addition, it is necessary to instill the
value of rural monotheism to the Creator of Allah
SWT by inculcating the values of proof of his
greatness and habits ubudiyah, such as: devoted to
parents, prayer, reading Al-Qur'an dhikr, reading
sholawat and do other good deeds. It makes
students aware, active learning so as to obtain
optimal learning outcomes. The cultivation of the
values of the tauhidan and ubudiyah is the key to
the success of students in learning (Tahmid, 2011:
40). Experts suggest that the importance of
integrated learning is applied in every elementary
school in Indonesia, but the realities in the field
have not been well realized (Poedjiadi in Ash'ari,
1997: 5), the more thematic lessons of
understanding, and the teacher's skills on integrated
learning are lacking, including value-based
thematic learning (Joni, 1997: 10).

motivator (Sabri, T, 2015). From here the
emergence of values of sincerity, values of
independence, and values of tranquility and some
other divine values. Divine values are Islamic
values that can give birth to the noble character
(Sabri, T.2017).
Judging from the development of children
(students), as proposed by the PGSD Development
Team (1997: 2) that the development of elementary
school
children
holistic
(comprehensive),
integrated and mutually interconnected aspects of
development with one another. Kartadinata and
Dantes (1997: 20) say that "the learning process
and teaching materials must be integrated and
related to the process of child development" the
development is psychologically related to
intellectual intelligence (IQ), emotional intelligence
(EQ), and spiritual intelligence (SQ). through
thematic, the three things (IQ, SQ, and EQ) can be
developed to the students so that they will become
cadres of a nation that is intelligent, creative, high
dedication, and noble. Value-value learning can be
used as an anticipation or a filter of negatives,
especially for the Indonesian people affected by
various multidimensional crises, such as economic
crisis, moral crisis, moral crisis, and religious crisis
(Wirnata, 2010: 1). Thematic is an approach that
can generate activity, and creativity of students in
learning. Students are called to do good, diligent,
disciplined, confident, full of responsibility,
tolerant, honest and respectful of others.
This thematic approach is appropriately
developed in elementary schools, as it allows
students to understand a phenomenon from all
aspects of life, students can create a balance
between intellectual activity with experience and
the environment (Aswin, 1996: 43). Thematic
learning needs to be supported by the Contextual
Teaching Learning (CTL) approach or other
approaches that can link concepts taught to realworld situations and can make the connection
between knowledge and its application in real life
(Blanchard, 2001). The Washington State
Consortium for Contextual Teaching Learning
(2001) identifies CTL's key elements of inquiring,
constructivist, authentic judgment, reflection, and
modeling. Thematic learning not only provides
students with added value in learning but also for
teachers (Peter, 1995: 639).
Thematic learning is applied through three
stages: the planning stage, the implementation
stage, and the culmination stage. The planning
stage consists of: (1). General planning stages: (a)
examine the curriculum of Grade I, II and III SD
classes (KTSP); (b) determine the central theme,
but according to the Curriculum 2013 themes and
sub-themes are available in teacher books and
student books; (c) to inventory the learning
program in each related subject; (d) to prepare a

II. THEMATIC
Thematic is an integrated learning
approach of webbing model that combines three or
more subjects by prioritizing the concepts, skills, or
attitudes of each subject that depart from the central
theme (Fogarty 1991: 71 ). Such learning can
psychologically provide meaningful experiences
for students because in their learning students will
understand the essential concepts that will be
learned through direct experiences, and relate them
to other concepts they previously understood. The
element of seeing, the element of hearing, and the
element of doing is an essential part of unified
learning, I see, I forget, I hear, I remember, I do
and I understand. The learning is student-centered.
Learning activities are more emphasis on students.
Thematic learning can provide considerable
opportunities for improving the learning
achievement of students in a manner. For that
scientific approach should be developed in thematic
learning, because it can serve as a locomotor for
students in learning. Observation, questioning,
reasoning, application, and communication as a
driving genre. Physical, mental and emotional
elements are mutual reflecting which in the end
there is activity, enthusiasm, and creativity in
learning with diligence and independence (Sabri, Q
2016).
The various scientific activities are more
intractable if supported by inquiry, based on the
students' wishes themselves without more
involvement of the teacher in finding a problem,
the teacher is only limited to facilitator and
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schedule of activities and the determination of time
allocation; (2) special planning stages: (a) create a
network of concepts; (b) the allocation of time; (c)
determine the scope of competency standards in the
curriculum of 2013 the term SK (Competency
Standards) is replaced by KI (Core Competencies,
ie KI1, KI2, KI3, and KI4.KI1 contains religious
(religious values) KI2 contains social KI3 (d) to
formulate learning objectives, (e) plan learning
activities (learning scenarios including LKS), (f)
establish learning tools and media, (g) plan
evaluation and feedback; ) Descriptions of concepts
from several related subjects; (4) make material
details; (5) the time stipulation used in accordance
with
the
curriculum
requirements;
(6)
determination of instructional media, and (7) skill
and attitude aspects to be developed. Learning
structure consists of: (1) preliminary activity:
salutation, class management, brainstorming /
apperception, objective information and activity
info to be conducted in learning; (2) Core activities,
consisting of exploration, elaboration and
confirmation activities; (3) Closing activities
consisting of evaluation of the process and
evaluation of results, ending in prayer. Other
important things are: selection of approaches and
methods; inventory of related concepts; use of
media; the patterns of interaction between teachers
and students should vary (teacher-student, studentteacher, and student) through exploration,
elaboration, and confirmation activities (Permen
Diknas 2007 No. 41). All of these components
must be of nuanced value, both in the lesson
planning and in the application during school
learning.

thematic learning aims to form a complete human
personality (Sauri and Firmansyah, 2010: 15). In
other words, that goal is expected to be used to
achieve insan kamil, which implicates the behavior
of students in everyday life. These values are
classified into three types, namely: (1) the value of
beauty (aesthetic philosophy); (2) the value of truth
(epistemological philosophy); and (3) virtue value
(ethical philosophy), (Suhartono, 2008: 137). Thus
it can be underlined that what is meant here is the
normative standard that can be used as a reference
and belief in determining the choice of alternative
action in accordance with the norms that apply as a
standard of action or attitude that determines who
we are, how we live and how we act and act.
Individual students are actively able to develop
their potential to have spiritual power, self-control,
personality, intelligence, noble character and skills
needed of him, society, nation, and state (Alwasilah,
2009: 45). Ghazali (Ali Khan, 2005: 126)
unconsciously he did not float any personal
philosophy. However, he introduces the creative
heart-words in man with his faith that helps him
develop the possibilities of unlimited growth and
freedom, the growth of moral, spiritual and
intellectual potentials; in other words, his brain is
intelligent, receptive to his heart, and skillful of his
hands, so that a whole person is formed and gives
birth to good manners as a good man called morals
(Sauri, 2008); morals to self, morals to the family,
morals to the surrounding environment, including
morals to the environment of society, morals in
worship, morals in the association, and morals
towards Allah SWT. From the point of view of
philosophy, values are grouped into three, namely
(a) the value of beauty (aesthetic philosophy): (b)
the value of truth (epistemological philosophy); and
(c) Goodness value (ethical philosophy),
(Suhartono, 2008: 137). Of these three values are
grouped again into six classifications of values,
namely: (1) theoretical value; (2) economic value;
(3) aesthetic value; (4) social value; (5) political
value; and (6) religious values (Mulyana, 2004).
The value of religion is the value of camels that
become the guidelines of human life.
The value of religion is, in essence,
actually this value is the value that has the most
fundamental truth base compared with other values.
The value of religion comes from the highest truth
that comes from God Almighty, Allah SWT. The
scope of this value is broader and more universal
that can bring mankind to the right path, to the path
that is received from Allah Almighty, the salvation
of the world and the hereafter. To achieve that
expectation there is a need for harmony of all
elements of life, between the will of man with the
command of God, between words and actions or
between faith and deeds, which gives birth to a
noble character.

III. VALUE
Value is the price given by a person or
group of people to something (material, immaterial,
personal, and conditional) or the price brought by
the identity of something, for example, the price
carried by the identity of the person, among others
materially such as ancient objects, personally,
among others, the Prophet / Prophet, conditional,
such as winter season must be snowy and cold,
sophisticated science and technology era will be
easy and delicious (Djahiri, 1996: 17). In other
words, that value is a belief that can color the
behavior of the individual that aims to obtain peace
of mind (istiqama), and used as a principle or
standard in life (Sauri, 2008: 28).
Mulyana (2004: 32) asserted there are six
reference values that are often used as benchmarks
by humans in life, namely: (1) theoretical value; (2)
economic value; (3) aesthetic value; (4) social
value; (5) political value; and (6) religious values
(Mulyana, 2004: 33). From the context of
education, the internalization of values through
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According to the Curriculum 2013 as
already expressed by Sabri, T in his article entitled
"Practical Ways Internalization Thematic by
Students in Learning Through Peer Teaching in
PGSD FKIP at Tanjungpura University" (2017).
The elements of attitude, knowledge (knowledge),
and skilling (skills) are integrated in a unity, any
concept that is taught to the students, the three
elements must be able to give a practical reflection
on each student, for example asking students to
write a sentence simple in grade 3 elementary
school students, "neatness, beauty, and cleanliness
in writing", "attitude", "writing", "skill", and
"simple sentence" are "knowledge". Accordingly in
Thematic Learning, which consists of at least three
Subjects that are in the same semester. Gradually
when this is always conditioned in learning,
psychologically must have a positive impact on
each individual student toward a commendable
behavior. This is what it says that Thematic
Learning is value-based. That is why the Thematic
Learning that is being treated by the Government of
Indonesia is a precise and effective system to bring
the nation's children towards the true Pancasila.
Actually the main target to be achieved in
learning refers to the pillars of education Learning
to know / knowledge satisfaction; Learning to do /
skill acquisition; Learning to be / self-development;
and Learning to live together / learning for the
community in other words that the knowledge
developed in the learning is not only the aspect of
knowledge, skills, and just the value aspect, but
other aspect also needs to be developed even as
supporting aspects such as social aspects (Sabri, T.
2012).



learning to do, learning to be, learning to live
together.
Valuable thematic learning can provide
opportunities for teachers to develop PAIKEM
in teaching (Active, Innovative, Creative, and
Joyful Learning).
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